Punjab Water Resources Management and Development Corporation
S.C.O. 29, Sector-26, Chandigarh

CORRIGENDUM

The Punjab Water Resources Management and Development Corporation have called online
application from the eligible candidates for the different posts from 27/08/2016 to 20/09/2016
through advertisement No. 01 of 2016. The process to be followed for the selection of posts of
Senior Technical Assistant (STA) and Research Assistant (RA) shall be followed as under:
1) Senior Technical Assistant (STA): There are 02 posts (1 -General category, 1-SC Category) of
Senior Technical Assistant (STA), out of these two posts, one post is reserved for
Hydrogeology background candidates and other for Geophysics/Logging background
candidates. Separate tests will be conducted for the respective background candidates.
Merit list of these 2 tests will be merged and a combined merit list will be prepared. Topper
of the combined merit list will be called first and will be offered post as per his/her
background. i.e. if he/she belongs to Hydrogeology background then 2 nd post will be offered
to Geophysics/Logging background SC category candidate in the combined merit even if
some SC candidate(s) with Hydrogeology background is placed higher in the combined merit
or vice-versa.
In eventuality of topper in the combined merit list belongs to SC category, then as per
Government norms, he/she will be offered General category post and hence 2ndpost will be
offered to SC category candidate as per the above mentioned process.
Overall one post will be filled with Hydrogeology background candidate and the other with
Geophysics/Logging background candidate.
2) Research Assistant 'Grade-A' (RA): There are 05 posts (3 -General category, 2-SC Category)
of Research Assistant Grade-A (RA), out of these five posts, 3 posts are reserved for MSc
(Physics) background candidates and other two for MSc (Chemistry) background candidates.
Separate tests will be conducted for the respective background candidates.
Out of the two posts reserved for SC category candidates, one post will be given to MSc
(Physics) background candidate and other to MSc (Chemistry) background candidate.
In General category, two posts will be given to MSc (Physics) background candidates and
one to MSc (Chemistry) background candidate.

-2Selection for the respective background of candidates will be made on the basis of merit of
these two tests provided that 3 candidates (General-2, SC-1) will be selected from merit of
MSc (Physics) background candidates and 2 candidates (General-1, SC-1) will be selected
from merit of MSc (Chemistry) background candidates.
In eventuality of any SC category candidate is among topper and is getting a seat in General
category, then as per Government norms, he/she will be offered General category post.
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